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introduction

a

he invention of money was surely one of the most* momen- atous infiovations in history. It belongs in the company of. fundamental developments that. haVe created and shaped
human civilization: innovations such as writing,

agriculture, and the domestication of animals. Yet t t o sides
to every coin. Along with the advantages of money come unexpected
problems created by its misuse or mismanagement. Inflation is one
suCkstirianticipated phenomenon that has recurred throughout his-
tory', on occasion playing a major role in the destruction of societies.,

Plato and Aristotie ar ague ov n areri*ays .to-avoid inflatiooint d Sao
. , i ,

li.C. The Arguments have continued to the present day, until they fill
the pages of newspapers and journals, of populat as well as scholarly
books. Although there have been inflationary periods throughout
history, the current inflation is the first' that is truly worldwide.1 It
has coincided with global .economic ,interdependence and a sudden '.
awareness of the fragility and finitude of the planet and its resources. lb.,
As the world has "shrunk," so has the buying power of its currencies.

, .

The current global inflation is less an economic disease that can be
cured by the clever use of monetary and fiscal policy than it is a symp-
tom of deeper problems thardesperately need attention. The phenom-
enon of global inflatiOn carries a grave message of utmost importance
to .humanity. The world is faced with exploding demand, rising cost
curVes, for essential commodities, stagnating productivity, and a'
leveling offif not an actual declinein the real standard of living.

*-A0 .

Examining inflation in this global context, it is possible to identify
some historically new biological, physical, and sociopOlitical pressures
that are contri uting to rising prices the.world over. Yet their rela-
tionship to the henomenon of inflation is not as simple as it might

1:.

wish to thank Christopher Havin and Circuit Tarkhani fr their imktaticv with the
research r this paper, ant C,dvin 1:unkhouser, Jay' Greenberg, Alia

. Johnson. Robert.Kurtz, Pamela Shaw:and j,indaNarke for reviewing the manuscript,
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appear, since rising prices of individual comModities do 'not neces-
sarily ,cause inflation. The case can be made, however, that in the'
circumstances of today's,world, rising costs of partiCular commodities

, put upward pressure on trie prices of almost everything else,'and!
A thus do contribute to inflation. Rising prices, unwelcome as they are,.

at the Same time are signal's bearing vital infors'mation. It is important
to track down the sources of thbse signals, rising as they now are in
crescendo, to decipher 'their meaning, and to set forth their implica-
tions for economic policy.

,

What inflation Is and Is Not

During the seventies, inflation became a worldwide 'phenomenon:
(See Table 1.) It is now persistent and substantial id most parts of the
globe. Not even the centrally plannyd economies, where prices are
seliby fiat, have been free of it. Estimates.set Soviet inflation at about
5 Oetcent per year during the fir,st half 'of the ssventieg There are
numerous signs that since then it has/ increased 7both in -tbe USSR
and in Eastern Europe. Bulgaria, kr exhmple, has recently decreed 30
to 40 percent price increases cm a wide range of goods and services,
including basic foodstuffs. And in China, there, has just been an
"upward adjustment" qaf as much as 33 percent in the prices of many
foods.2

A Iclok at the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) over the last 180 years
shows that, historically, inflation and wars. have gone hand in hand.
(See Figure 1, pages 24-25.) Prior to World War II, inflationary peri-
ods did not outlast wartime by muchinflations br'ought by wars were
followed by compensatory deflations. The steady rise in the CPI since
World War U, and the steep acceleration after the Vietnam War, indi-
cate that the-old rules have changed: Inflation in the United States, as
in the rest of the world, appears tZ) be'chronic and accelerating, per-
sisting in the face of all attempted remedies.

gven in a barter economy, relative "prAs1, of various goods change.
For example, in certain recently deforested parts of India, one load of
firewood'might have been, tradetl for one sack of rice ten years ago,



"Inflation in the United States,
as in the rest of the world,

appears to be chropie and accelerating,
periisting in the face of
all attempted remedies!"
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Table 1: Average Annual Rate of ehange of Consumer Prices, Selected
Countries, 1950-79

Country 1950760 1960-70 , .1970-78 1979*

Argentina
Australia
Brazil ',

Canada. e'
Egypt
FrAnce .
India

. Indonesia
Israel

.°Japan
Kenya
Malaysia
Mexico

.Nigeria
Saudi- Arabia
Sweden

, United Kingdom
United States
West Germany.
Yugoslavia-

..r

25.0
2.8-
1.2

-0.6
3:4
2.3-
8.4
2.7

-1.4
6.0
4.1-
3.0
2.4

.1.4
1.1
5.0

,

i
(

, (percent)

23.0
2.5 '

45.0
2.7
3.7
4.1
6.4

5.6
5.9 '

. 1.6
1.1 4

2.8
2.8
1.7 i
4.1
4.0
2.8
216

12.4

117.2
10.6
28.3
7.6
7.9
9.0
7..4

17.0 ..
29.4

9.8
12.3

6.1
15.1
9.7.

14,7
8.9

13.2
6.7
5.2 ,

17.0

440
8

52,
9

10
12
10
20-
93
- 8
25
.5

19
30
15

8
16
13

5
24-

`I C
'

.
*Preliminary estimates by Worldwatch Institute, based on IMF data and current period-

icals.
Source: International Monetary Fund. .

but for two sacks today. The relative. -price- of firewriod in terms of
rice has doubled as firewood has become scarcer.

The relative prices of godds change all Ai time-in a money economy
pr a barter economy-as functions of upply and demand. Sometimes
changes like the e are referred to as instances of inflation: in the above
example, some ight say thato"firewood prices inflated 100 percent."
But this is a co using use of the word. The inflation irate in an econ-
omy, is rather the rate at which the general level of prices in that

7
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economy 'is changing. In order to calculate this general price level, a
money economy i's necessary. Then the _total cost of a representative
bundle of' goods and servicecNcan be determined. The resulting numt,
ber is the. CPI and it brovides a ,quantitative measure-of inflation.
The percentage change in the CPI may be taken a's-the tate of inflation
over a)given time interval.

hundred,ytais ago, philosopher David Hume imagIned that the
quantity of moneyin an economy is doubled at the same time that
all prices, rents, wages, and so on are doubled. He pointed out that
.,no one's buying power. or real. wealth would change. This is an
amplv /ofLpure inflation, a 100 percent inflation. In this example no
one sliffers an)7 real economic loss: there is merely the inconvenience
of learning to lire with a new set .of prices. lh the, real world, the
situation is enorMously more complex, for relative price changes are
occurring continually, anti on top of that the general price level may
be rising (inflation) or falling (dgflation)..3

The world "inhatiiin" applies to the economy as a whole, just as the
inflation of a-balldon affects its overall size. If is an increase in the
overall level of nominal prices, or of .the nominal cost of living. Put
Anotker way, inflation it a reduction in purchasing power of a- nomi-
nal amount of md4ney. Usually the word "inflation' is reserved for a
signiLicant and prolonged increase in the general price level. As
Hurne's example shows, people-do not necessarily suffer in terms of
real 4r.ealth or buying powerthey don't if /everyone's income and
assets rise proportionally and in step with the price level (for example,
in economic terminology, if all are fully "indexed"). But ch a situa-
tion is rare, ifinot nonexistent, in the real world. stant shifting
of relative prices in the presence of inflation (or eflation) typically
makes some people poorer and others richer in terms, of their buying
power.

Independent of general inflation, certain relative price changes can
and often do present a serious threat to individuals as well as to whole
segments of society. If a family must spend-almost all its money on
food to survive, and if the prices of all foods double relative to other
things, then this family would soon starve. It is of little com"fort to
such 'a' family that the prices of other goods might have fallen in such
a way as tot keep the general price level constant.
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The cost of producing food depends on a variety- of meteorological,
physical, ed biological influences that together.--with the nuMber.
of^ mciuthSto-feed-Ithe dtmanddetermine the price. Too'many'peo-
ple competing fol. too lit.tle food results in the price being forced uti
until those who can't pay it "leave the market.' The culprit in many
situations is Ito inflation itself, but rather fundamental real factors
such as the quality of soils and- seeds, the amouni of rainfall, the
quality of labor, and the population of consumers.

The crucial determinants of human well-beini are .thus Often Unre-
lated to any#changes in the general price level. They lie rl*er in the
prices of paiticular goods and services and how- these are Changing
relative to other prices and incomes, and, by how much. To take an
extreme but instructive example, if you are-diabetic and the price of
insulin goes up so much that you cki't afford enough, you die: no
substitution is possible. This is not very different from the situation
in which approxiMatelY onet-foitrth of the world's peOple find them,
selves when it comes to. thy,. necessities of life such as food. If little
'substitution is possible, when fobd prices risk faster than the general
price level and inoomes parallel or lag behind any increases in the
general price level, people suffer and sometimes even die. The critical
matter is not the overall level of inflation. It could even be zerothat

.is, no rise in the general price, levelyet without enough in'sulin, or
withouren6ugh food, people perish.

Inf tion's Damages

Inf ation, like disease, has no defender$. Almost all, rich and poor,
em yees and employers, believe they ',Ire hurt by inflation: Leaders'
of fatibris proclaim it to be public enemy number ofe and make its
controls their top dothestic4 priority. Mark Twain's cdrnplaint that
"Lveryone talks about. the weather, but nobody does anything abolit
it" might nowadays be applied to inflation. Inflation has become obr

9)favorite menace. ,

There have been many studies of who wins 40 whQ, loses during an
inflation. Set against the high level ofpublic concerp about the topic,
their findings alre at first surprising: in developed economiesefinancial
harm due specifically,tb inflation is not that easy ,to find. In the United
States, most people's incyrnes have been rising laster than the general

N
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Income &
Indices

(1950 = 100)

V

40 consumer price index
disposAble income/person

avg. weekly eariaings
400- % (private nonagricultural)

300-

200-

1950

;
Source: 'U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics

/ es/ e'
000

1960 . 1970
-

Figure 2: U.S. Income and Price Indkes,
1950-79

1980

price level (See Figure 2.) The cassic case of, the widow liVing/uff
her, meager savings is instructive. If she does indeed live on a fixed
amount of money4rawn out from "under the mvtress," then' her
pUichasing power &clines, perhaps dangerously, with inflation. But
if she lives on social securitylike retirees in many countriesthen
typically these benefits have been raised over 'the years to cover in-
creases in the cost of living. Intrfasingly, countries are "indexing"
these governmental Payments ditectly to the consumer .price index,
so cost-of;livIng increases are automatically covered by proportion-
ately rising benefits each year. d

Social security payments are just one type of income that has been
;Indexed" to help people keep abreast of rising consumer prices. In

-

o
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"Inflation imposes
ikind qf lottery on everyone,

A redistributing rewards ahd penalties
rather arbitrarily,

and often inequitably."

_general, both ernployers and employees assumg that incomes muqt at
Rast "keep up with inflalion." So-called escalator clauses, which peg
current wage rates to the CPI, arebecoming common features oflabor
contracts in developed economies. The curious result is that,a )3ood
many people who think they are hurt by inflation are in ,fact beIng
insulated from its effect's.

A closer, look at the situation provides general ljuantitative support
to this first, approximate picture, bUt begins to mOdify it in some
significant ways. Joseph Minarik, a reseirch associate in.the Brook-
ings-Economic Studies Program, has used computer simulations to
s'hOw the effects of infLation on the different income classes in the
United States. He frnds that in'yontemporary American sodety, those
in the upper income brackets are, as..a 1.lass, inflation's only signifi-
cant losers. This does not mean that some rich people don=t get Haler
or that some poor people'don't get poorer when there is an inflation.
But Minarik's study contradicts two widespread beliefs about the
.oVerall effects. of inflation: that*almost everyong is hurt financially
by it; and that it makes the rich richer and the poor:'poorer.4

Inflation's redistributive effects do not primarily transfer wealth either
from rich t&koor or from poors*to rich. Rather.; inflatioin imposes a
ind of lottery on eyeryone; redistributing rewards and penaltips
ther arbitrarily, and, often inequitably. The redistribution may re-

w d shrewd speculation, 644 it does not necessarily reward hard. work
or honor reasonable and justified expectations. Thus, although little
income is .distributed across class lilies, many' indjviduals may be
harmed. Clearly, creditoit are in general harmed, and debtors benefit.
Tti the extent that the rich are creditors 'apc1 the poor are debtors.
Minarikl conclusion that inflation redistributes income away from
the rich seems less surprising. Retirees on pensions that are unin-
clox0ari4 96 percent of private pensions in the United States do
not contain automatic cost-of-living escalator. clausesfind .the re-
tirement; income they have been promised and that they depend on
seriously eroded year after year.5-

Inflation is felt to%reach the social contract; it destroys trust in the
economy and intgovernment. One reason for this is that government.
itself is one of Ole main financial beneficiaries of inflation. Any coun-
try with a 'gradtiotd income tax automatically collects more money

.
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from its taxpayers as inflationipusles their in6mes into higher tax
brackets. Thirg .withaut taking the political risk of legislating higher

,:taxes, governments canneverthetets collect and spend them. Govern-
. ments,br at leaSt their treasuries, are thoos one of inflation's winners. .. '

12 i -..
.

.
. : Even in situations where inconie is increased to compensate for over-

all inflationary erosion, -there can still be great sukering if price, in-
creases in a 4rucial sector of the economy 'are kading the general.

inflation rate. Consider the hypothetical example of a poor faiinlji
. that 'spend; 90 percent of its income on food Ad shelter. If the priCe
.:13f.food doubles, then this family faces starvation.6 ..

... * .

Int point of 4act,: price increases ih the:basic illecessities of. life have
. outstripped general _inflationary increases 'in merny countries. Thet

Thypuhetical- example aboye is. the everyday, reality for millio.a$.'
of peFf)le the world over.. Perul`provides a striking case, in point. I n
1116 last fbur yearS1% workers' real-Buying power has been cut in half.'

," The price of bread )1as jumped tenfold. Per capita caloric and protein
intake are !pi two=thivls 9G those listed by the I.J.N. Food and Agri- .

. culture Qrganizatitin' as the'recommended minimum. The numher of
infants in Lima Wm' die 'during their first year has-gone up by an
estimated 30 percent accordiryg.to an observer. Dail* a recent teach-%
er's' strike, the insfrUctors stressed that"they could, not teach students
who were on the borlier'of starvation.7' .. .

. ...,
, .,The. cutrent situation in Ghana provides another example, bnq that

.. illustrates the potentially 'disastrous chain of eventS that can- restilt
from inflation, oilce it gets rolling. In Accra, the impoveri:shed majorit)i

d about'one'Lquarter Of theirclally Wages just getting to and from .4.,
vireo . thermust.spend three days' wages for a kilo of,meat;and one
day's nages fOi aAin Of conden Psed .milk or a kilo of fisor poultry.
Even , on the rare occasions :when they 'are available, ,sogar, flour,
tinglea fiS}1,.and sOap are beyond an unskilled Wthler's incOme. Dor-,

ing the se/genties, the price of food in, Ghana rose 40 pefjent m6re
tha'A the,general price level did.8, . , . ..,..,... ,

. . ,,
.

. . 0. . !

It is in the cotintri,side,hotvever, that the lethal consequences egin
,.. . to unMd. It is .thrre that'farmers prodae cocoa,.the inglft coxiod.

ity that provides two-thirsis of Ghana's fikeign- exchange'llirthast is a
. the major income 'source of small fatmersThe world price of cbcpa 4

.. . . .., ,....-- . . ,
. f

0
...

..
, 2? 1 . I ,
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is not' keeping psive.with the dompstic inflation. Therefore, the cocoa
'farmers' incomei ate falling in real terms: They are being forced to
cut down ,their cocoa trees, along with the forest cover th4rthe cocoa
bushes require, in order to plant the 'food cropstjat they can:Inb
longer afford to buy.;

The Widefrreacd cutting down of f
. cover along with the cticoa"

trees caul lead to ametrotegicat as well as an economic iatp.trophe
in Ckana..lt takes 20 years for a coCoa tree to reach the poi t of high-
est.productivity. The shade cAttopy necessary to cocoa gro 'ins takes
abon the same period to grow. Without the treeo:r.the topS will be
,washed away or depleted. Within ten years, someof Ghana st
productive agricultural land could beciime clay!'

,.
The Woird Food'Courritil has warned that the World will probablyAbe
hithy a food crisis in the early eighties. The less developed nations, of
wiNich Peru and Ghana are. example4, will suff4r grievouskrif short,'
,ages occur in 'world markets and prices rise any.further. 'The hypo-

- thetical ca. of a- Family earning less than it'needs to stay alive would
then becorrie the rule. The people of many countrik are 141 their
lives with such a ;inn niargin for' survival ,that- rises'either in: the
general price level or in the price of certain basic necesstti4 can.en-
danger, them.

--AlthliVir-sifuations as 8rTm-a-S-tliéS-ein-the-Thif4. Woild rè Virtually
nonexistent in the devgoped countries, nonetheless th4re is.financial
hardship caused by some rising prices that remain undercompensated
because incoMe adjustnients are geared to the..CPI, For many court-.

is difficult te 'obtain priGing data on -necessities- other than
foQduc4 a enevgy, housing, arid medical care. The situaticin:
bnited States, .howViIIthtraës tht consequences .of,, this sectorial
inflation, 'bearing In4nind that thet,absolute leve.F.bf hatdship' varieS
enormously from country to country. The annual kctoiial rates of
inflation in ,the 'pnited States .for some basic necessitiesfood and
energy, housing and health c,are*--betWeen 1950 and 1979 can he
cbmpared with the rise in the CP1.19 (Sei Figlires 3 and 4,) Over
these three deca ie CPI has increased.Frorri a value of 100. (arbi-
trarily chosen as e) in 1950 to an estimatN value of. about '300
in 1979an average ain of almost 4 percent per year.

1 3 ,
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, Figure 3: U.S. Consumer POce Indices,
1 Food and Energy, 1950-79
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.
Since 1972; food prices in the'United StMes have run about 5 percent
over the CPLThat ytar, the United States sold most of -its exportable
heat,surplusto;the Russians; 'bad harvests abroad over the next two
year's then led to heavy demand4 on U.S. crops, driving up the price

..of,food everywhere. Althcitigh the rate, of increase in- fop& prices has
'ex'ceeded that of the CPLonly 4lightly, it has been enough to produce
a noticeable .eitteh' for those' in whose budgets food is thedominant
item.

The steep relative-increases in energy price4 that folloWed the price
rises by !he Organiz4tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries .,(OPEC)

4
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in 197, are 'evident, as is the second "shock- to oil prices associated
with the Iranian revolution in early 1979* From 1974 through 1979,. energy prices increased by about 75 percent, compared to ithe 48 per-
cent increase in the CPI The costs of homeownership and heahh
rare have run consistently well ahead of the CPI during most of the
postwar period; by 1978, they Were 25 percent and 50 percept above
the CM, respectively. Rents, on the,other hand, increased less rapidly
than the CPI during the seventies.

It is difficult to generalize.about the effects of inflatIon;on "t9pical;t"
families as every family spendS its morly on a different bundle Of
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goods aria as irfeornes, savings, investments, and taxes all vary con-
siderably. The CPI is calculated on the basis of the cost of a particulat
sample of goods thought to reflect the purchases of a typical familf
But a family with larger-than-typical expenditures for energy, say,
or for medical ore will be squeezed so Ion as those sectorial prices
increase faster than the general price level a1 than,the family's in-
come. Likewise, homeownership m'oves (AK() range for those without
the requisite equity as its costs increase mo e rapidly than the general
trend in prices and.incomes.

Another damaging aspect of rising prices is that incomes, even if they
follow -the increases in the CPI, rise in s.teps, often only at the end
of the.year. Prices, in contrast, rise continually throughout the year.
In this way, pressure builds up over the Months as the price level'
climbs ahead of jncome levels. Whenever inflation lurches ahead to
an unanticipated, .higherjt vel it puts an immediate--albeit, temporary,
if incomes are indexed-nqueeze on people's purses. This occurred
in the 'United States in 1979. Despite wage increases averaging over
7'percent, inflation, running around 13 percenj., cut the buying power .

of private-sector workers by more than $1 a day over, the year. Social
Osecurity recipients lost over $300 in real buying power. over 12
months before their benefits were increasd by about 11,0 .pereent jti
mid-1979 to compensate for infloionwhich "is once again creeping
ahead of their current incomes."

The "sailo must b ware the shifting currents of., changing relative
The consumer tries o stay afloat in a .shifting, rising sea of prikts:r

(prices while floating ever Upwards in the general inflation. And as
1 every sailor knows, it is the currents that generally pose, the greater

danger.

Beyond actual economic losses attributable ,to inflation and. rising
4' sectorial prices, there are also psychological losses. Even in a system

that provided complete and perfect protection agajnst airthe economic
consequences, people wduld still,object to inflation, ii.. for n6 'other
reason than that stable reliable prices offer a )(Ind of secsrkty. The
passing of the 10( cur of coffee feels like the deaih pf.an.old friend.

,
p . ...-

, Also, wtOti. pebple's nominal inCome' goes up, they expect to live
better, rather. than 'staying even' or improving only fractionally. If ,"

ij



or9 "Inf It tion that feejs onitself
and fina spirals out of control ,

is in the bac of everyone's mind."
,

.
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their income goes urp 12 pet`cent, they feel cheated if they canhve only
3 percent better than before. They of terrfieLocit '3 percent richer,
but 9 percent poorer! 1! f:

There is something ominops about unstable prices. Will they- .4piral 17
out of control? Are -they harbingers of societal i:ollapse? The hyper-
inpation in Germany in 1923 .saw *prices increase 'to a:trillion times
their 1914 va.lues, shattering the framework of numerical 41ability. and
Measurement that is .so important to the maintenance of ratiodblity
'in society. Thomas Mann described the experience: ';Inflation is a
tragedy that makes a whole people cynical, hardhearted, eind
ferent. Having been robbed, the Germans became a nation of robbers."
Stefan Zweig put it like this: "Nothing made the German people so
embittered, so raging with hatred, sb ripe for Hitler, is, the Infla- '
tion."12 The current runaway price rises in both Argentina ancl -Israel -

approach the level of hyperinflation.

The feat of hyperi ation eXplains a good part of the anxiety over
inflatiOn' itself. The recise "runaway point': is Unkno.wn, but once
beyond it, the disintegration of:society is the likely.. outcome. Infla-

'lion that feeds on itself and finally spirals. 'out of cOntrol iS in the
back of everyone's mind. When the 'dolkt depreciates, OPEC coun-
tries raise. the price of oil to compensate. This accelerates inflation
and,.worsens` the U.S. trade ,deficit. ('onsequently the dollar declines
further in currency, exChange markets and he vinflatidnary spiral
grows. Where it Stop4; ricibeidy knows.

,

A less catastrophic; but nonetheless pernicious, effect of initati$0,,
has been potnted out by Friedrich von Hayek, and glaboralediupon

,b)7' Miltbn. Friedman and)others,13 Whereas it is relatively easy to
extract information about relative prices when the general price level
is stable,' the more vrilatile the rate of, general inflation, the harder
this be.comes: the broadcaSt about relative prices jammed by the

, background noiSe coming from inflation. Because individual. .and
corporate ecomic choices' are guided by relative 'price's, the entire
market system its rendered less efficient as a .transinitter of the. tiro-.
nomic information needed to guick ,prOdriction and consumption
decisions. The loss to- society in' economic productivity cannot be
measured, but i undoubtedly significant.

4.
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Ancother potentially. serious long-.termconsequence of inflation is its
effe6 on investments in general and on reseasch and develoPment
in particular. To the extent that saving is discouraged by inflation,
there is less money available for investMents of all kinds. This will
invariably harm productivity in the long run, which will further
exacerbate inflation. Research tVusItnist vie 'for financial resources
with the promise that future piyoffs will exceed present investments.
But the costs of conducting modern research are rising at abput twice
the inflation rate. A study f ..the global rysearch and development
budget found that -high levels of inflation and ecbnomic uncertainty
afe steering corporations away. from exploratory R&D tikely to have
its payoff only in.the lonKterm, and towards activities designed to
liVaximize short-term .profits The effect of such. practices on
productivity and long-term growth can onlY be deleterious. Once a
society's scientific cttting .edge has been blunted, it is very hard to
.resharpen it.

The consequence's;..of continuing on .the current path are indeedvcause
for graLie condrn. Not only are individuals subjected to continual
anxiety, and random econOmic harm, but socsety as a whole is a loser.
Trust iri governments diminishes; social valuessate. eroded along with
the value of Ale currency, Economic' information reOired for intelli-
gent" deci4ion-mairks is,lrutddied and, Jost. Investments and funda-
mental research anct,,devAlopment ,all 'suffer, diminishing a society's.
capacity to renew Tt!self.. Inflation is one of those symptoms that,
lefr unheeded, just gets woise and worse 'until it finally command.s
our attention and compels us to examine, and then chinge, our v,yos.

The Cimumstanees of Today'; Inflation

Today's.global inflation is not so much a phenomenon .deriving from
some 'sutfi4ent .-cause" as a process arising 'within A 'concatenation
of circumstances. What are tisese.circumstances? How do they account
for the fact that the pri-Ces of everYthing seem to move only .tsa one
directidnupwards? In principle, relative prices Amid, change, re,
flecting real changes in supply and demand, and the general price
level titilt. rerna in the SAW. But if rising' prices in.some areas are offset4 "

.
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"Inflation-is on of those symptoms '
hat, left unheeded,

just g s worse and worse
Lira it finally com els us to examine,. .

and then*change, our ways."

by falling prices in other areas, the income of the producers and sellers
of theseproduds will.be reduced. Unless the falling prices are due to

, productivity gains, one group's gain becomes another's loss.

Buttvhat happens if, in order to protect their incomes, those' who 19
would lose somehow manage not to lower their prices? Then all the
adjustffient in relative prices Must be made Via upward price shifts,
and an increase in the general price levelthat is, inflationresults.
For example, in a simple economyone with just two items, A and 0,
priced at $1.00 and $2.00 respectivelya relative price shift might
occur as follows: Ns price could drop 254: and B's rise 254, changing
the relative prices of B to A from tWo to one to three. to one ($2.25 to
754). On the other hand, if A's price is to remain at $1.00, then B's
will have to climb 'to $3.00 if their relative prices are to reach the
three-to-one ratio. In the first case, the total expenditure for A plus
.13 would .be 43.00, both before and after the price change. In the
second case, the total expenditure after the relative price change would
be $4.00, signifying a 33. percent "inflation." Of course, to accom-
modate this sort of adjustment, the money supply has to be expanded
commensura tely. A

That is what is..happening in ost of. the world's economies today.
Take a specific group of comm ities, such asi energ9, and trace the
consequences of a prke increase Orough an economic system. In the
United States, direct- and indirect tisCs of, energy account for about
10 percent of all spending -on cOnsumption.13 Theref.ore, a 60 per-
cent HO in the Price ofsenergywhich Was approximately the increase
in 1979would tend to cause a-6 Percent rate of:inflation all by itself.
In order tn maintain overall priw s\tability under these circumstances,
the price of the other 90 percent Of consumption would have to fall
by an -avetage.of alMost 7 percent. The extra money ipent-on energy
would not be available for other things, consumption of them would
have to be curtailed, and the incomes of those producing these goods
and services would have to drop. A commitment to'overall price sta-
bility that, is, to zero inflation,, would thus require that the money
income-4:0f many be cut. Although, this reduction could in prinCiple
be shared widely, in practice it would be bort kr. mainly by people
who 104e their jobs. This is an ex'am Iple .of the nfamous "Phillips"
tradeo& between inflation 'and Unemployment that. has influenced
economic policy so much during recent years.
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.,In summary, when any cost rigeswhen OPEC raises the price of
oil.; or when workers get a wage increase that exceeds their, produc-
tivity increasea complex Choice is presented: Expenditures on 'the
more costly. item can be curtailed; the higher cost can be absorbed

20 by eur,tailing expenditure elsewhere, thus reducihg otliers' incomes;
or the unabsorbed price increase can be passed around by raising
everyone's money income to pay for U. This last response is the
inflationary one. It requires the collusion, conscious or not, of a
creat Many players in the economic game. Under current circum-
stances, in Which societies are .reluctant to actually teduce the money
incomes of their citizens, real increases in the wealth of some (for
example, oil. producer) are accommodated by making., everyone's
-dollar- worth a little less. In this way, inflation distributes the in-
creased costs over the whole society without some people suffering
ignominious reductions of their nominal incomes.

So, despite the fact that there need not necessarily be Any inflationary
consequences of relative price changes, in todajr's economies there
is often just such an outcome. The mere churning of relative prices
generates an upward drift of the general price level in any situation
where few prices ever fall. Inflation it then the only way fiat shifts
in relative prices to work themselves into the price structure. The
,hypOthettical example of the two-commodity economy illustrates the
situation exactly: if A's price, can't fall, then B's must rise., further
than' otherwise in order to reach 'a level where its price, ieflecting
real external- factor, of supply and demand relative to A, is three times
tthat of A, And this will lead to* general inflation if themoney supply
is expanded as a result.

. 0
Though they obviously' play an importantrole in the current infla-
tionary process,.it would be inaccurate to say that relative price
changes are the cause of inflation. A whole set of additionol conditions
mitSt be in effect for,relative price changes to be incorPorated into the
price structure via the inflationary escape valve.

*Economists and others disagree about how much governmental
volvement in the economy is desiralile, or what form that involvedient
should take. But there is little disagreement that it is the presence or

-governments in the workings of postwar ecdnomies that has allowed
a period of sustained inflation. Very simply, it has been government,
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iti'polity everywhere to . ep the -eAlmOnly. continually expanding aKisl 4.,
tp, prevent recession , .high'u,rierkiPlOYMPt, .4hd. deflatiOn. And for

. 'IntTch Of,:ttre postw'ar pra, the policy'has.been sUccessful. Only.during 24,

the settenties did one of its.sine effects become unmistakably clear,
namelya chronic inflationary bias: As Robert -Solow of the 'Massa- .21
chuseusiiistitute of Technology puts it "We have inflation because ,
we're able to avoid deflation." His phras "the,upward bias of s icky-
down" captures the essente of the situatkti the price level is f ible
Upwards, but inflexible (or "sticky") on 'the down side.. This sults
in an upward drif4 in the general price level, that is, inflation.16:

Thtsircumstances that together create the currept downward inflexi-
bill of the price level have been described b'Robert Ijeilbroner.
fle Characterizes government involvement in the economy "bufL
fer":

It is no longer taken for granted that what goes up must /
come down; on the contrary, what goes upwill proba-
bly continue to go up ,indefinitely. With such attitudes,
corPorations do not feel a need to furl sails rapiclly the
instant a recession blows up, nor do households feel a .

need to practice thrift, even their incomes fall. Unions
are emboldened to ask for aggressive wage settlements,
because they know\ their members have the backstop of
unemploy/hent conipensation behind them. The unem-
ployed do not feeli.the necessity of takIng any kind of
work, because the welfare system. permits individuals
to refuse work they do not like. And so, in one way and
another, with results that _some people celebrate and
some deplore, government has made everyone more
secure, and this genetalized state of seoutity helps breed
altitudes anci 6ehavior that push up demand and jack

; up costs." . .

in hort, since- the thirties many governments have Created floorst

un er their economies to support the ratchet-like upwards movemen,t.
*of incomes and prices. Occasionally, gOvernments even step in di-
re tly to prevent co'rpotate bankruptcies, as in the cases of Lockheed
a d Chrysler iri the United'. States 4itid British Leyland, in the United'
KingdoM.'6

- *
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The principal tools used by governments to maintain this "floor"
beneath their, economies have been monetary and fiscal policies. The
economk policy story ofi Ue postwar years in many of the developed
countries Ftas been one of attempting to "fine tune" national econ-
omies by making adjustments in aggregate demand through the mech .
anisms of tax reduction's, deficit spending, shifts in intereSto rates and'
theiiioney supply,. and. so fOrth. :The macroeconomic theory of Key-
nesian economics that has guided policymakers in making these
adjustments gradually came to' enjoy the support of most economists'
during this period.

Now,,however, with 'the onset of chronic global inflatiok other voiceS
are in the ascendency. 'The monetarists offer an explanation of the
}current inflatioq, that they claim.makes all other considerations un-
necessary. Thellsay that higher prices ate the inevitable result of_
increases in the supplY of money that exceed increases in economic
productiVity. The result, as the classic ,dictum says, is too much
money chasing too few goods.

It is undeniably true that other inflptionary forces would be snuffed
Out if they were not given room to operate by increases in the money
supply, and that, furthermore, governments or certsral banks generally
do have control over, the Supply of money, The° problem with usitig
the monetary mechanistn as the prime dampener of inflatiOnary ptes-
sures has been that the economy as a whole suffers various degrees of
suffocation in the prqess. The housing market is orte vf,.7the firSt to
feel the pinch, as mortgage money becomes[sCarce and exPensive.
More generally, as demand falls, layoffs occur. Unemployment rises.
Estimates vary somewhat, but the cost of reducing the rate of inflation
in the United States. by 1 pekent is in the range of- $60 to $75 billion
in lost production per year*This translates into. an extra 1 percent
of unemployment."

This is precisely what governments and their citizens are no longer
willing to endure; Political forces have _rlepeatedllic proved strong
enough to preVent anything more than tokOn, and sporadttempts

4/. to cure inflation by bleeding the money supply. Concerns over, the
social equity of the restilting deflation have invariably curtailed the
use of this approach. The prevailins view has been that if this is the
onlyture, thenit is better to Iiye with the disease.

11.
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0 "The problem with using
the monetary'mechanism as the prime

. dampener oE inflationary pressures
has been that the economy suffers variotis
, degrees of suffocation in the process."

,

Recently, stringent new Measures "-have been taken by the central,
, . banks in both the United Kingdonn and theZnited'Statesto limit the

Money supply. Recessions are expected as a result of this policy, but
it is too early to tell how large these induced economic slumps will be.
Unlike West Germany and Switzerland, the UK and the US cannot 23
absorb the resulting unemployment by exporting foreign migrant
-workerson 'the contrarY, domestic unemployment will certainly
incroase as recession deepens. 'The real burden of this formOf "cure
faM largely on the poorest, most vulnerable segments of society, in
contrast to. the damage of inflation itself, which, spread out over the
entire'society, flunctions as a kind o tax. As the inequitable damages
of these" policy-induced recessions become:more apparent, social un-
rest is likely tO mount and:there. Will be growing political pressure
to stop making one segnnent of sdciety bear- the brunt of the side
effects of this monetary cure.

thefloors under modern national economies are here to- star and:
if monetarr instruments prOve too crudesqueezing too much ,life
Out of- econornies alono with the ,inflationthen where is there ,to
tan. for relief? TwO possibilities reinin:.ceilingss on prices and in-

. comes can be erected above the market meohanism.,:iso:' stickydown"
". is balanced by "bumpy up:" and m'yriad,indtvidua4.fforts Can be

made to prevent onbreduce increases in, the prices of specifie.goods,.
and serViceS.Althougb a specific _price increase does' not necessarily
cause inflation, it would surely be easier 'to Comrol if individual' priCes
rose more slowly. :.

Many economists have concluded that a ceiling on incomes and prices0 ,
is indeed necessary if inflation is to be-contained, and there are numer-
ous schemes for the design of the' "ceiling."" But just as tile infla-
tionary con4quences of the "floor!' must be weighed against its,
social benefits, sotoo, must the inflation-preyenting benefits of the'
ceiling be yveighed.against its costs.

Apailt from wartime emergencies, the modern capitalist economies
have been reluctant to aoceyt wage and price controls, which ate felt
on the one hand to hobble the 'entrepreneurial spirit of free enter-
prise, and on the other hand to freeze extSting inequities in prices
and compensation into the market structure. At the least, a whole
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new layer of bureaucratic coritrolS..would ha et to be- erected ahd Main-
tained, in tandem with thOse that.constitilte 0 economicfloor. ...

i

'

/
It
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The implementation of price and.wage contr Is could also be difficult.
An apocryphN waiting, drawn 'from the German experience .with

. price controls during athe 1923 hyperinflation, illustrates'thecproblem
When thelegal price ceiling for a loaf of bread was.,.1p0 marks, but
the actual cost of prodtking it wag 10,000 marks, an ingenious baker,
sold the :loaf at :the legal price with the'stipulation thatthe shopper .

also.purthase hisdog, Which was available that day for a mere 10,000
markS. The dog, releaSed by itet, new owner, would then run home tp.
the baker for 'resale, at a higher prite, along, the next loaf-of
bread. People's ingenUity circunlventingt prieWintrols 1Knows no .

bounds.

At the present time, as the dobate,grows; there is little sign in most
countries, of the necessary' legislative gUpport for wage tid Price ,

Controls or for any of the variants of "incomes policrs: Norway and
Denmark, however, 'have already placed embargoes on further price
and salary changes, and polls indicate Opt a majority of the American
people favor similar controls." ,

Yet even if each, sovereign economy has a system of.domestic income
-and price controls in place, thereS5would still be the problem of ad-
justing to price change% on imported goods. The maintenance of
domestic price level stability in the ,face of an increase .in the price of
iMported oil, for example; would require a national "price'stabilization
boare to order conVensating lower. prites (and thuswageS) in the.
other Sectors of the economy. The extrenie political idifficulty, in any

. country, of' taking such actions should be apparer* The awkward°

.truth about inflation is once again revealed: Phflation is the only polit-
ically feasible way-fhat democratic governments have found for allo-.
Cafing intreased real costs or, what is the equivalent, for reducing
people's. standards of livin g. or at leaSe retarding improvements in.
them. Its silent, impersonal, unconscious workings allow people to'
disavoW reSponsibility fdf.the whole, while continuing to pursue.their
own personal well-being.

It may be that, as the menace -of inflation grows, various vecsions
and combinations of the traditional cures, for inflation will be tried
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and Will ven meet with sorne,success. But because the world is corn-
p-cie o sovereign economies that e4kage in international trad-ethere.

° remaino the certainty Of economie shocks arriving on lhe price tags
'qf it)Aported goods. Oil is the prime example'of t past decade. This

t eertainty, along With the "upward iias of sticky own" that my,riad
individual price increases encounter, turns our attention ,to the. new

174
sources of 'today's higher prices.

.

The prevalence of medical metaphors.in teday's worl -ci ;;coupled -with'
deep habits Of language, invariably Provoke the question "What is the
cure for inflation?!: Given the prevailing paradigm in the inedical sci-

, ences, we even unconsciously welt the economic analogy of th
: Modern mitade drug, that is, a cure that is painless, dirict, chea "
and preferably permanent. In short; we seek ".the magic bullet" that
will stop inflation dead in% tracks.22

-,

Rut if ther is no simple. cause is there- likely, to be a simple cure? ,

Inflation is. nbt so much a disease as it.is a, symptoma asymptom of
-*a conditicm that arises froma Whole COnstellation of cirtuMstances.

Like shOrtness of hreath idthe course Cif normal daily activitie%, it
is a signal to us to change our pattern of living: whereas gither suf-

-:..Jocatiort or an oxygeu mask would, eliminite the'. symptom, neither,.
would begin to deal with thermal underlying conditions.tt

New Sources of Higher Prices

-ray from the 1>bhorama of macroeconomics, in the pitty-gritty qf
t elnacketplace, ,prices are set amiaised. The marketplace is there-
fore the;first 'line'-of defense -agaii7t inflation.. The deeper defenses
provided by monOtky And fiscal pblicy might be more effective ifa
less were required of them. Arkeasing of the pressures towards higher
price's ht their source must therlfore be a vital part of any balanced
defense against inflation.

If demand for a commodity increases, or if its trupply shrinks, that
edthmodity becomes more valuable andits price rises. Many conimod-
ities around the worikl seem,to be under both these pressures at the
same time: dsemand is rising as population inc5eases a as existing'
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opiitatiOns become more affluent; -supplies are falling, or failing to
keep abreast of- rising ,dernand, as i'rev:turces are depleted or become
harder to obtain. Signals of rising real costs and of the greater effort
required to maintain a given living standard are arriving 'from every
corner of the earth.

In parts of India, it now takes a persbn two das to
ather enough wood to meet the energy needs of a
ousehold for one w

In 1970, the Soviet nion got 10 percent ol ),.its oil from
Siberia and 90 pe cent 'from thte mild and: accessible
regions.' of the sout nd west. In 1980, 50 percent of
th, oil will come from St,eria, where the adverse climate
and the-distAce from inchitrial centers doubles the cos
of the oil.
Since 1950, the harvested area in Ni'geria has multjolied
.as marginal land . has been brought under cultivation
and fallow cycles have been shortened. Land that used
tolie fallow for up to 15.years between planting is now

1', replanted after only five yearstoo short time for its
fertility to be fully restored. Together, these two trends
have led..to a fall in.the average productivity of land.that
has overriden the combined contribution of all advances
in agricultural technology. .

Despite huge increases in investment in' the oceanic
fishing .fleet since 1970, the world fish catch has leveled
off. The catch perilollar invested has fallen sharply.23

4n additioft to finding it mote difficult ond costly to obtain energy
and food, as in the instances cited here, it is now becoming' harder
and more expensive to extract ores, to obtain epough fresh water, and
to controt environmental pollution.

What meaning do these signals hold for humanity? ,The nineteenth
century economist David Ricardo managed to decipher Nature's
messaft on Mach santier evidence. Ricardd dealt primarily with the
application of labor to land. He saw that dter a certain point an in-
crease in the ,number of people farming a fixed acreage would not
proportionally praise its yield, and he referred to this as the law of
diminishing returns." Each of these sighals is an illustration of the '
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diminishing marginal returns that inlariably set in as the earth's,
natural limits are approached.

The world depends for its food supply on the production of itS crop-
lands_ its grasslands, and its .fisheries. Most of the world's arable
cropland is already being cultivated. In Canada, agricultural produc-
tivity. is being reduced as marginal land is substituted for prime land
that has.beenlost to urbanizati An estimated 233 hectares of mar-
ginal land is needed to replace 0 hectares of prime land.23 The net
effett of farming this kiwer qual nd is s reduction in the average
fertility,' and hence a loss of ariculra productivity.

The dramatic increases in crop yields fealized since the sixties through
irrigation, chemical fertilizers, insecticides, and improved seeds are
likewise now approaching limits in the cases where the technologies
have been fully applied. Further extension and intensification of agri-
culture along these lines will be able to keep up with popielation
growth only at, a disproportionately greater cost. World grain outPut
per person has,. i6 the seventies, failed to show the increases of the
two previous decades. Although thisis not the only cause of increased
gLain prices, a tightening supply combined with increasing demand
ineetainly a contributing factor.26

.
The wor4ld's gtasslands are also rard 'pressed. Overgrazing is wide-,
spread in Afriety-the Middle East, the Indian subContinent, and Cen-

' tral' and North America. Like cereals, world production of beef per
capita may als o. have peaked auring the seventies. The same treod is
apparent in the global Per capita firsh catch.27 When too many fish
are harvested, the remaining stock may 13e unable to reproduce itself:
overfishin can 16ad-to negitive rem's.

As the of people grows and the earth's population-density
increases, m re pressure is ptaced on these biological systems That
unflergird the economy. Global demand finally approaches the level
not just of current supply, which haS happened p&iodically through-
out history, buj of optimum feasible supply, which has neyer oc-
curred before at the global lerl. The implication for prices is awe-
some. Whereas in the past supplieti could usually be increiased to
match increased demandby bringing more land under the plow, by
adding fertilizer or water to raise yields, by increasing the sizeof the

29'
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herd, or by expanding the fishing fleetin the (future this will prove
much harder. Marginal costs will sqar, and so will the cost of food.
The most promising source, of future Vroductivity growth hes in a
quite different direction, namely, redisp-ibution- of the ownership of
certain lands. The fundamental and sensitive political issues involved
in' land reform will have to be confronted if inflation in fOod prices
is to be controlled.

le
e t

Food prices will rise not merely because food production has to move
increasingly to marginal crOplands, graSslands, and. fisheries. Another
crucial determinant of food prices is the cost of 'energy. In North
America, during the half-cempry between 1.920 and 1970, the de-
clining.real price of energy induced substitutions of yield-increasiug
'and yield-protecting petrochemical technology. The huge increases
in the relative price of energy during the seventies suggests that
continued rapid productivity growth in North American agriculture
is, for the present, unlikely. Vernon- Ruttari, of the Department of
Agricuctural and Applied Economics of the University'if Minnesota,
sees .the next several decades as, paralleling the lag in productivity
'in U.S. agriculture between 1895, when the lahd frontier closed,
and.192-5, when a new land-saving biological and chemical technology
began to be opplied.28

Similarly, the eighties and nineties will be devoted to.the seirch for
new energy-saving technologies. In the past, cheap energy has sup-
ported cheap food: now expensive energy is driving up food prices.
The fufure may lead full drcle, to the use of land and foodstuffs to
.produce energy, as in the production of alcohol froni. Sugarcane and
grains A change in the (relationship between the food and energy
sector from ont of support to one of competition, would have
seriou 'implications for food prices on the world market.29

Fred 'Sanderson, an agricultural spedalist with the Brookings Ins6-
tution, estimates that recent increases in.& costs of .fud and ferttlizer
will immediately .force up grain production costs (in India from the
current $140 a km to $155, He note; that "with continuing increases
in population anti the liwk of new land for cultivation, Asian grain
countries have to use mdre and more irrigation water and fertilizers
to increase yields, With both of these costing more and more,'it will
be much harderjor them to continue dOing so. '3°.. ,

Jig._ 01_
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T4 clearest signal during the seventies of the increasing strens on
the global econoMic system came with Ahe.dramadc jump in the'price
of petroleum, which increased close to tenfold over the dec4ade. Just
as with cereals, meat, and fish, the rise in oil production, -which had
outpaced the increase in human numbers duringEthe fifties.and sixties,
was overtaken by population growth during the seyenties. Global
per ca ita production of oil has leveled off and now appears to be
headedJownwards. 3)

Herei lies tlle ultimate source of the pH price increase, rather than in
Middle Easto'n wars ,or the 'greed or monopolistic power of OPEC.
As year after year the world demand for oil grew, bringing the ex-
haustibility .of nonrenewable oil reserves into ever sharper focus,
the OPEC nations reacted as sellers invariablydo when demand out-

. runs supply: . they raised price's. U.S. Under-Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs Richard N. Cooper recently made the po that the
OPEC caFtel has lost control over the price of Oil, which w in fact

driven throughout 1979 by.the fundamental market force of e essive
demand serambling to capture limited suPplies. And in De ber
1979, Saudi Arabia's oil minister, Sheik Yamani, agreed:' 'We have
lost control over petrolethn prices." This situation transl directly
into reductions in real incomes in oil-consuming count es. Cooper
agds: ".While the increase in oil prices will regiwtet .in the cbst of
liNng, we cannot as a nation restore our real incomes through higher
wages. 4ttempts to do so will worsen inflation. .."31

Oil is certainly nOt the only source of energy, nor even the main one
for a great many people. For fully one-third of humanity, fireWood
is the principal source of fuel.33 This energy source is also showing
the effects of shrinking supply and ,..;welling demari'd. A person whti
must walk' five tiours to collect firewood that uSed to be available
just outside the village.experiences acing "costs" in terms'of greater
physical effort. As the cost of obtaining firewood increases in Third
World villages, people begin using animal dung alefud instead of
as fertilizer, thus redudng soil fertility and, ultirnatiy, increasing.the
price of food. Aiain, a cost ificrease in .energy tranSlates into a price
rise in fOod.

31

This and odwr uses ,of the world's forests, such as lumber 'for hous-
ing, have resulted in itgradtkal net io5s of forested land. World wood
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: production per capita peaked in the mid-sixties and has fal-fin Steadil9.
thereafter. Since theh, the prices of the principal forest products
lumber, newsprint, and firewoodhave doubled and in some cases
tripled. The tripling of lumber prices since 1967 in the United States
has contributed significaritly:to the soaring cost of housing: the aver.
age price of a new house increased from about $30000 to almbst
$70,000 during the. seventies." Althopgh 'both cyclical fluctuations
in.deneand and kising energy prices and labor costs account for NO
of these indeases, the underlying market relationship between die
global level of demand and the sustainable yield of readily accessible
forests is clearly a factor or fundamental importance.

Per capita analyses of this sort vof course conceal the great disparities
in the consumption levels of.food and energy that persist in different
parts of the globe. Clearly, if the developed countries consumed less,
the surpluses created y such conservation would represent reduced
demand in the rich countries as well as provide an increased supply
in, the poor countries, thus generating a considerable counterpressure
to global inflation:

Everywhere one turns, limits are being encountered and the effects are
beihg compounded. The biological and physical systems that underlie
all economic activity and that have generally supported it unstintingly
in the past were reeling during, the seventies under the impact of
excessive demand. During the past, decade or so, world' ph capita
production of wood, petroleum, fish, cereals, and most meats all ap-
pear to have peaked. And during this period the prices of theSe same
commodities soared and, inflation became a central feature of global
economic life. The law of diminishing returns is "ruling" in an in
creasing number of economic settings.

'Although monetary factors are also inVolved- in the current inflation,
it seems clear that the wo(ld is entering a new era of scarcity. For the
first time, almost ai): the factors are lining up on one sideagainst,
lower prices. Whereas before, the sociopolitical influences that tçnded
to increase prices might be offset by increased supplies or by pro:.

4 ductivity gams, in thiuture no such I; ood fortune can be,expected.
Resource limitations d diminishing returns, which have their ori-
gins in the fragile and finite nature of theplanet, are henceforth more

t apt to conspire with human faiteings on ,the side of higher prices. In

3,
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"It would be appropriate
for political leaders the world over

to appoint ecologists to their
councils of economic advisers."

A

recognition of the dependence of economic activity on the state of the
biological and physical enVironment, it would be appropriate for polit-
ical leaders the world over to appoint itcologists to their councils of'
economic advisers.

A recent study. has'suggested that there may be a lesson for the con-temporary world 'in the mysterious sudden collapse of the Mayan
civilization, which flourished in 'Central .America until around 800
A.D: tvidence frOm4he cif the Maye'capitals, in Guatemala, indicates,the fall-may have been precipitated by a squeeze between populationand the notoriously fragile tropical environment. Overia 100-year
period the population dropped back .to what it had beett almost 2,000years before; whole areas have remained virtuallY uninhabitated untilvery retently. Solne of* the enviropmental changes have been as longlasting as the ciecline in the population. In the words of one of theresearchers who studied the Mayans: "The accuinulating evidencesuggests they hat-I become a complex society with advanced agricul-
ture, a managerial elite 'class and all the stresses:strains and conflicts-that go with -such size and comple)dty. Then theit. way of life col-lapse4, leavinig a severely damaged environment and'a cultural vacuumthat persisted for many centuries."35 As the investigation into the'collapse of the Mayan civilization continues, it seems likely that theresearchers will also find evidence of runaway inflation.

Steps Toward a Noninflationary World Economy

Until fairly recently, inflation Was norrrially thy product of 'the mis-
management of fiscal or monetary policy, and an adequate retponse
lay in adjusting these policies, --1-4 current U.S. inflation, for ex-ample, got its first boost from 'the goverpment's failure to pay. forthe Vietnam War by raising, taxes during the mid-sixties. However,
more than monetary and fiscal influences are.now at work.

The current global inflation is viewed here as a sign that present
economic practice is nof 'viable. While dile ships of statp float everhigher on the inflationary sea, they are leaking. Is there a sustainable
wax to organize economic life? If so, can steps be identified that
would begin to cope with the nonmonetary sources of inflationary
pressure?, The Iwo* of sketching an answer to this question is not
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)5to offer one more portrait of, a utopian society, but rather to encOur:
age an examination,of the public choices that,confront society.

The,"solution" is not,a single answerAbut rather, a many-faceted trans-
$4 .Pormation. The. main features of serch, a transforitation have been

delineated .lay many Avriters." 'On the issue ol f 061)01 inflation, the
discussionS centers most naturally on considerations Of supply and
deMand. Most of the ways in which supply might be, incrfased or
demand reduced will involve politicsthe human factor. in inflation
and.that which is,always the least tractable. -

Economic thought evolved in. the infinitely rich setting of material
civilization and commerce, and as such was comprehensive and holis-
tic.37 In fact, the emerging body of knowledge went by the name
"political economy," in explicit recognition of the intrinsically)olit-
ical riature of economic affairs.

Why did economic policy subsequently moveaway from its ground-
s ings in the biological,:physical, and sociopolitical environment, and
increasingly neglect these constrain'ts on economic activity? For cen-
turies the environment did not seem to limit ecOnorgic development
and growth. As diminishing returns set inwhether in mkting or
agriculture, dr in the production of energyscience and technology .
usually came tO the rescue. From the beginning of. the twentieth cen- .,

tury until Apo t 1970, grain and ore prices actually fell as agricultural is

'and mining technologies advanced and as energy becartte ever cheaper. . ,

and more abundant. Indeed, as science and Jechnolbgy progressed
many came to believe that the point where returns actually begin to
diminish' could be postponed indefinitely. -,... ,

,, . .

Now thete are signs tha,t even research and development itself, as an
activity, is not exempt from the Jaw of diminishing returns.ift Just
as the productivity per farmer declines when too many farmers, y/vork ,..
on a given piece of sand, so do ditninished marginal returns result
when too many scientists work on a given problem. For exampk,
some.observers feel that cmicer research has now reached this point.
This is not to say thdt theR will not continue to be great, and even.
revolutionary, scientific Advances. Microelectronica` and genetic engi-
neering are jus1 two areas that hold promise for faising productivity
and re uting prices. However, scientiNc advanCes in the near future



"Jusi is enTiiionmental policy
has been introduced

into economic planning,
so-, too, must population policy

be integrated into economic policy."

will not lae made as frequently or.as cheaply as in the paSt. The known
conceptual ground has been -worked.over pretty thoroU4hly *and sub-
sequent explorers .wilF find rich research veins less expbsed and harder
to 'exploit.

Whereas in the past, the emfihasis has been on economic growth and'
on the:Stimulation of demand and the expansion of supfly, the future
will almos,t certainly require slowing growth, in demand. There.are
two:fundamental shifts that could each contribute greatt to curbing
demand and thereby put.a lid on inflationary pressure. first, and
most obvious; is population stabilization. In a situation. where the
entire world draws on the dame suppliesfood from North America,
oil from the Middle East--an increase in demand from any quarter
reduces the supply for everyone. A worldwide effort to ttabilize popu=
lation is clearl essential, and more countries are now commirting
themselves to t is goal. China, with one-fourth of the world's po0u-
lation, has recent y announced a program to bring population growth
to an absolute halt in the shortest possible time. The leadership aims
to achieve this by Offering handsome financial incentives to couples
who have only one child and by imposing severe financial penalties
on those who have more than two children."

China is the first society to publicly recognize and discuss the advan-
tages of a declining population, that is, ofsnegative growth. It is equal-
ly important that countries as different as India, Brazil, and the United
States, stabiliie their populations. Even if a country can rovide for
its own citizens, an expansion in its numbers draws resources 'away
from countries where there is less than enough, to ifo around2Popula-
titm policy and family planniong are too important to be left to a group
.of deniographers and doctois buried in national health ministries.
Just as envirtmmental policy has been introduced into economic
.planning, so, too, nyst population policy be integrated intli economic
policy.- /

,,
Whereas poptilation stabilization is ,a problem primarily in the devel-
oping world, the 'other inflation-combating change is one that mainly
concerns the developed economies. It is a shift away from.,consumer-.
isM, -away froM' the materialistic orientation that has become, the or-
ganizing focus of affluent economic systems. in a 1977 interview
with columnist Joseph Kraft, Arrime Minister Trudeau of Canada

4r.
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speculated on inflation. "Inflation," he said, "thas not found its
Keynes. I personally think the Keynes of inflation will not be an
economist" bilt will instead "be a political, philosophical or moral
leader, inspiring people to do withou excess consumption 0

6 prominent in the developed countOes."40
.

?
To the extent that such changes are-required, there is some evidence
perhaps somewhat fancifulthat the public might be .willing to accept
them. A Harris Poll in 1975 reveale:1 that.-"when the alternative is.,
posed betweeri changing our lifestyles to have less consumptioh of
physical goods, on the one hand, and enduring risks of continuing
inflation and unemployment on the other, by 77 percent to 8 percent,
the American people opt for a chahge in lifestyle:: A 1977 poll found
that .76 percent of Athericans favored "learning to get our pleasure
out Of non-material experiences" rather than satisfying our needs
fdr-mfete goods and services."41

There are enormous possibilities for reducing demand through volun-
tary shifts in, values towards simpler living. Some, recognizing the.,
truth in the old adage "the best things in life are free," will find their
satisfaction in places other than auto shoWrooms, depirtment 44:gm
and remote, vacation lands. Things that are.free, in the sense of the
adage, remain forever immune to inflation.

The advertising industry presently devotes a great deal of energy and
intelligence to creating and stistaining human wants. U, with govern-
ment support, its attention could be turned away from stimulating
demand to reducing itby educating people in the avoidance of wage t
and the practice of frugalitythe industry could assume a role of
leadership in the transition to, a sustainable society and the fight
against inflation.42

Nothing has contributed more to global'inflation than the recognition
that the world's supply of oil will be exhausted within a few genera-
lions at the, present rate Of consumption:.The search is on for renew- .
able sources of Thergy that could,fundamentally increase the overall
energy supply and eventually bring price rises to a stop. -

For the transition from exhaustible to renewable energy sources,
conservation is the password. Cónsiderations of conservation are

,r1
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Certain-to ominate socieVis'ilifiikIng over the decades immediately
ahead, as t ey always have dominated the lives of the Eskimo people
and Others who have known environments of scarcity. The Eskimo's
scrupulous use of every scrap of a seal or walrus in the face of abso-
lute scarcity might serve as a symbol for all in the years ahead. Con-
spicuous and excessive cOnsumption of energy and food should be
discouraged by law and by social pressure, thus reducing demand.
The conservation ethfc should reverberate through every aspect of
society, affecting transpoYtation, architectural design, engine effi-
cieney packaging; even the foods people eat. In a world of oyer four
billion peoplewhere excessive pressures 'on resources can be seen
on every handthe planned obsolescence of many consumer goods,
the annual model changes in the automobile industry, the constant
fashion changes in clothing and so forth are nOt consistebt vOth the
effective management of inflation. The reuse and recycling orwater,
metals, paper, and glass must..become the rule, not the exception.°

Thousands of these uch changes, all of which work to 4-educe de-
mand and to extend supply, will be reqUired -to bring inflation under
control. The anctent parable or' the Chinese farmers is apt. Two farm-
ers had adjoining properties. One's flourished; the other s was barren.
The man with the improductive farnewent to his neighbor and asked
him the secret to. his success. He was told, "There is no secret; there
are 100 secrets. And they must all be applied at once.:'

In addition to this unprecedented shift om the Keynesian approach
'of stimulating demand to curbing it, ther are Some other things that
could be done to control inflation. They içiude changes-in working
conaitions to'boost productivity, the lifting protectionist barriers
to international trade, land reform in some developing areas of the
world, and demilitarization. Although each of these m'easUres, and
others besides, -merit full treatment in tbeir own right, their relation-
ship to controlling:inflation can only be iketched but here.

Ph'enomenal increases in productivity in a4 areas of economic life
.have in the past helOed to hold prices down. The rule of thumb is that
a 1 percent increase in economic productivity yields a 1 percent de:
Create in inflation. If we cannot now rely so heavily .on technological
advances for productivity boosts in .the face of environmental Con-
straints, it. is natural to turn for help to the human component of
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Are--therepossibilitiesfor--realizing productivitygains,
through redesign Of the working environment and modifications in
traditional management methods? A recent study finds that "worker
participation in management and ownership can improve the quality

8. of work life, raise flagging productivity, and help society cope with
today's inflation and unemployment." Japan and some European
countries have taken ma)or -.steps towards worker participation in
management ,and have reaped considerable productivity gains. The
United States is just begint)ing to explore these possibilities. Worker
participation in management and ownership should lead to wage
settlements that dampen the cost-push inflatiodary spiral, especially
in the context of tax proposals now 'under discussion that would
penalize inflationary income settlements:44 Over the long run, the
only societies with sustainable economies are apt to be either fully
participatory or utterbfrauthoritarian.

One Of the most notable shifts in th'e economic, life4 industrial coun-
tries has been the movement of ap ever largell oion of work 'forces
into the proviSibn of services as opposed to the production of goods. A
And the costs of services have been growing faster-than those in other

-sectors of the economy. For example, between 1962 and 1972, the CM
in the United States rae by 38 percent; in this tinie, the price index
of manufactured good/rose by only427 percent, whereas the price
index of services rose by 54 percent.45 Since prodUCtivIty,kin the ser-
vice sector has grown more slowly than' in the industrial or agricul-
tural sectors but wag havetended to stay abreast of levels established
by the industrial unis s, the shift to services that has characterized

a postindustrial soeieties as inflationary ramifications.

The size of the ser,ice se torover 60 percent of the U.S. labor force
reflects excessive depen ence on professiohal services, buttressed

kiby
legal barriers to self-help that prevent.people froin doing for them-

selves' many things they once did. People's dependence on profession-
al "experts," whether medical, ducational, legal, or mechanical, creates
the conditions for their "subsequ nt exploitation .by excessive charges.
The growing do-it-yourself et 'c will create counter-inflationary
prgssures as it gathers steam. Lesse ing our dependence on "expert4'
may well be as important in coun ring inflation as litsening our

.4dependenceon foreign oil, ,



,"Over the long run, theonly
societies with sitstainabje ecOnoinies

Ire apt to be either
fully participatory

or utterly authoritarian."

L soUrce_oLinflation in both developed and developing econ-
omies is widespread protectionism.46 Tariff barriers and import quotas
on products from other countries serve to raise domestic prices by
denying'C'heaper goods access.to the market, all in \the name of pre-
serving domestic jobs. Not only does this contribute to domestic

, itiflatkm, it also denies developing countrie4 the opportunity to earn
the foreign exchange they need for development. Since 1976, there
has been a significant sincrease in protectionism in the industrial na-

,tions, reflecting the attempts'of organized interest groups to preserve
jobs in weals, domestic industfies. Clearly some government role in
what,tis ultimately an economy-wide adjustment is appropriate in
order to cushion the impact of sfructUral adjustments on particular
groups. But protectionism is not the answer. It is inefficient and
counterproductive because it blocks a better international division of
labor, leading to higher' prices in the protected countries and to a
net loss of jobs in the . world as a whole. Protectionism functions
internationally much as industry regulation functions nationally
by reducing opportunities for competition, it supports higher prices.., ,
Robert McNamara, President..of the World Bank, points out that
protectionist meatures imposea by the United States between 1975
and 1977 cost,consumers an additional $660 million for sugar, $1,250
million for steel, $400 million to $800 million for meat, $500 million
for television sets, and $1,200 million for footwear. He Believes that
"the present unhappy combination of slow growth, unemployment,
and rampant inflation loffersi an opportunity. ... to restructure the

.production patterns in the developed and developing countries, and
to establish an international environment w lic h encourages . , . more'
equitable growth, at: higher levels of emplo ment." A .recent study

.pointed out that over, or le billion new jobs must be created in the
world by the year 2000 to provide jobrror tiew workers entering the
labor market and for the unemployed." Removal of protectionist
barriers to trade 'between nations is a yital step toward meeting this
global need and simultaneously combating global inflation. .

.

Any he\especially difficult political step necessary to the alleviation
of loba inflation is land reform. As long as a farmer works land

by a landlord who may claim any profits simply by raising the
incentives for makiRg fundamental improvements or for cul-

ti,:fatin4 more, intensely are nil. The increased food production that



coold support deyelopmentand reduce- infant-mortattty-ryes; t ereby
giving family planning a chance, does not, occur. The entire system,
by discouraging development beyond th e. subsistence level, curtails
supplies while indirectly increasing demand by Jostering continued

40 population gtowth. AlLthese factOrs conspire to maintain inflationary
pressures. Land reform remains at the top of the agenda for much of

.humanity if the world is ever to,escape 'from life-threatening infla-
tion."'

By far theanost challenging political barrier to a noninflationary world
economy is the globallevel of military spending, which equals ap-
proximately $500 billion each ytar, a sum that exceeds the income
of the poorest one.half of humanity. Furthermore, about one-quarter
of 'the'global researck-and development budget is spent annually on
the adivancement of military technology." Such spending has long
been,recognized as wasteful and inflationary. The drain on the ener:-
gies of youth and on the brain power of -the world may only be
pessed at. The cost of'Maintaining a state. of perpetual war rea4iness
armed to the teeih, with millions serving in the armed forcesTt one
that societies- may not be able to absorb much longer without ecO-.
nomic and social consequences that,rival in seriousness those of wars
thernselves. The relationship between wars and inflation discussed
earlier supports the argument that there could be no greater contribu'-
tion-to the realization of a sustainable, npninflationary world order
than the reduction 'and elimination of this Colossal waste Of material
and human resources.-

ThOrie strittegies for combating inflation raise a great many questionb,
and must leave most of:them unanswered. The purpo6e here has been'
simply to sketch a generM picture with a broad brush, not 40 under-
take the more demanding task of designing policies and institutions,
that would bring=about the transition. HoWever, there is one question
pertaininig to such 'a transition that a discussion of ,inflation Cannot
ignore. Namelj?, won't the trahsition to a noninflatiOnary society itself 4
be.inflationary?, In particular, aren't conservation measures, recyclint
environmental protectiOn, renewable energy 'sources, and so fort
initially more expenSive than ctirrent practices? The answer is Often
yes. For example, 'The introductiOn of measures necessary to control

. the erosion of soils in the United States would involve half of all
U.S. cropland and result in a ono-time 5 to apercent increase in food

0,



"The limit challenging political barrier
to a-noninflationary world economy

is the global !level of military spending,
which exceeds the income of

the poorest one-half of huminity."

,
.proauction costs." But the alternative is unmanageable long-term
rises in food c2sts as the cropland base deteriorates. In. getieral;;if an
alternative ,to present practice were immediately cheaper, or didn't
injure some Earty with a vested interest in. the statUsquo, it would

. ,

have alreadY een adopted.

So the perickl of transition, will be one of some greater immedf e
costs. Yet at the end Of that period Ihe world will be on a new plate u
that -will bP. insulated from,the unrelenting current sources of infla-
hoary pressure. The extra costs avociated with getting there are,
small compared with the. costs that will accumulate ever more rapidly
in the decades ahead' if .the world persists toward the goal of maxi-
mizing growth. e

Economists cannot be expected to-solve the problem of inflation alone.
Peter Jenkins of The Guardian points 'out that the cry .for a. "new
Keynes" represents the desire for "some new single principle ,which-°
will.painlessly ,re"store prospetity to thejworld. What is more urgeni
and more realistic . . . is to hope for ,some revival Of belief in p'olitical
action. One of Keynes' 'greatest corttributions 'to his age was his pro-
foUndly political belief that problems could be sofved."51 .

.

Althdiash. insight' into the source and nature of the 'current global
'inflation is a prerequisite, ultimately inflation is more.a political proki-
leM thatfit is, an. econornic one. But ik lsálso .onfair -to'laY. the .blanie

.-exclusi\iely on politkiant Although political leaderShip is Nital, the
nece4salypolitical stepsilequire Major .adjuStrnents by irtually all,
sesoentS'of human- soeiellVWherr,theise steps hale been taken,. then'.
itVill,be.appropriate to expeCt economists to provide...a.fiscal-nionetary
frarneWork tommensurate with a!smooth noninflatiohary functioning
of2-economic life. .

r .. ..;;;;,.., ,
,t.

In sumMary,>,there is,ailother ,waya suitainable world.Society whose,..
cential. Valut io I,r.Mde equitably htiman needs in a. set-

of. ecoloWeal stabilityt Although:the. abtkence of inflation Will
surely be. one of the -characteristics pf a sustainable, stAle economy;

gross a signal t& guicle tly passage tbwards such, `.,
gate.. DiminiShing returns, however, do prOvide a usefuJ coMpass.

Eyer,,y instance .of diminishibg returns should be read. as a 'guiding
Sigtas *eh as a warning. 0ne,i nudging' humanity towards a sustain- .,, ..

4 1
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able ecological tiche on theplanet. Risin)3 prices, unwelcome as they
are to the individuals Paying them, may provide vita14course correc-
tions to society as a whole. Diminishing returns, are signal to re-
consider the activities whose payoffs are leveling off, and perhaps to

42 modify our goals. They have already inspired worldwide efforts to-
ward family planning, reforestation, curtaihnent of overfishing, :and
conservation of water and energy..These efforts- foreshadow a trahs-
formation in the nature of economic activity, and a new relationship

- between humanity and the biological and physical systems that are
the foundatiops of all economic life, . .

r,
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